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Birdie Buddy AviStations 

 

Designed by Birdie Buddy expressly at the request of clients, the AviStation is a play center with a small 

footprint. It is easy to move & clean and uses natural branches that are so beneficial for foot health, 

balance and mobility.  And, true to the Birdie Buddy philosophy, the AviStation is made with foraging 

and enrichment at the heart of the design. The MultiPerch Top promotes foraging & play, while the 

interchangeable T-Top encourages behavior training and positively reinforcing interaction between 

people and their parrot companions. 
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The AviStation has become the most 

popular Birdie Buddy play center due to 

its versatility and reasonable cost. 

 

Every AviStation comes complete with weighted 

base, riser, MultiPerch Top and 6 MultiPerch 

Pieces. 

The Training T Top is optional but completely 

interchangeable with the MultiPerch Top. 

Each is made to order sized for your choice of 

small, medium or large birds with a variety of 

bird safe branches that provide different tactile 

and chewing enrichment. 
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Each MultiPerch is laid out for optimal use but every keyed piece can be moved to any other set of 

mounting screws ensuring variety and challenge for Your Buddy. 

                 

 

 

Play and foraging opportunities abound on the MultiPerch  

and the keyed MultiPerch pieces are top rack dishwasher 

safe.  
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Though not included 

unless specified, the 

Training T Top can be 

used in the riser for a 

tall T stand or inserted 

directly in the base for 

training. Approximately 

30”, it is easily cut to 

size a more custom 

height once received. 

The T Top stores 

conveniently on the 

riser when not in use. 

 

The approximately 15” 

square AviBase weighs 

over 15 lbs and supports 

even the Large Bird 

MultiPerch. 

With a larger footprint, 

the AviStation can be 

special ordered with an 

easy to fill water weight 

base. 
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The AviBase also supports the completely customizable line of AviStation products, again, sized at your 

choice – for small, medium or large birds. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The AviArtisan is a perfect 

choice for creating an indoor 

tree… 

 

      or a more naturally attractive T-Stand. 
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AviCustoms are limited only by imagination. Snack bowls, taller, shorter, table tree or for physical rehab 

are just a few of the special requests the Birdie Buddy AviStation has accommodated. 
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Praise for the AviStation 
 

Every parrot needs an AviStation!  Nyla Copp has developed the most versatile playgym in existence for 

birds of all sizes.  These extraordinary perches offer plenty of places for toys and food dishes, and 

present parrots who have them with an unprecedented opportunity for enrichment.  My parrots love 

the natural wood perches, while I love the easy-to-clean PVC base and upright support.  I also especially 

appreciate the smaller “footprint” they have, taking up far less space on the floor than many other 

perches I’ve had in the past. I have two of her AviStations and would not trade them for the world.  

Pamela Clark, CVT 
Parrot Behavior and Care Consultant 
 

 

Contact Birdie Buddy 
Let me answer your questions 

 

 

Email: adminnjc@mybirdiebuddy.com 

Website:  www.mybirdiebuddy.com 

 

Thank You 
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